Funny Stories for First-Fourth Graders

Amelia Bedelia-Peggy Parish
Are You My Mother?-P.D. Eastman
Bennett Cerf’s Book of Riddles-Bennett Cerf
The Cat in the Hat-Theodore Seuss Geisel
Clifford-Norman Bridwell
Dragon Gets By-Dav Pilkey
Fox and his Friends-Edward Marshall
The Golly Sisters go West-Betsy Byars
The Know-Nothings Talk Turkey-Michele Spirn
Llama Beans-Charles Keller
Morris and Boris at the Circus-Bernard Wiseman
My First Book of Wacky, Zany Jokes-Joseph Rosenbloom
Owl at Home-Arnold Lobel
Pack 109-Mike Thaler
Who’s Afraid of the Dark? Crosby Bonsall
Our Silly Garden by Karen Nagel
Silly Sadie, Silly Samuel by Ann Paul
Double Trouble in Walla Walla by Andrew Clements
George Washington’s Cows by David Small
A Bad Case of Stripes by David Shannon
The Giraffe Who Cock-a-Doodle-Doo’d by Keith Faulkner
Silly Sally by Audrey Wood
The Baby Bee Bee Bird by Diane Massie
Bill Wallace stories
Falling for Rapunzel by Leah Wilcox
Utterly me, Clarice Bean by Lauren Child
Winter Woes by Marty Kelley
I Wanna Iguana by Karen Orloff
Timothy Cox Will Not Change His Socks by Robert Kinerk
Memoirs of a Goldfish by Devin Scillian